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ABOUT US
Boynton Billiards is a family owned and operated 
business since 1991. It was started by the late John 
Corvey and his wife, Debbie Corvey. Debbie still remains 
very active in the business and is helped by 2nd 
generation, her son, Larry Wood.  
 
Starting as a small showroom in the original pool hall, 
Boynton Billiards has grown into the leading supplier of 
game room furniture throughout Florida, the Caribbean 
and the entire United States. Currently there are three 
showrooms, the original in Boynton Beach , West Palm 
Beach and Ft. Lauderdale. 
 
Managing Partner Larry Wood, who is in charge of online 
marketing, stresses the value of the online presence 
to keep up with today’s world. Builder and designer 
assistance is handled by Director of Sales, Michael 
Ruback, a long time professional in the design trade 
industry. 
 
Delivery and service crews are led by long term 
employee Jeremy Brooks, assisted by Tony Vierra and 
an in house service coordinator Gabriela Etchegaray. All 
employees are dedicated to the community to deliver 
professional service along with quality products.

ESTABLISHED: 1991 FOUNDED BY FAMILY



THE COMPANY



You are unique and so are your 
needs. No one knows that better 
than us. When it comes to creating a 
personalized game room we will satisfy 
your design sensibilities. We believe the 
process must begin with a partnership 
between you and one of our designers.  

Through this collaborative effort your space 

will be transformed into functional work of 

art. We design with the best practices and 

only offer the highest quality products. Each 

design is a synergistic effort between you and 

your designer. 

This gives you the freedom to create a game 

room that is perfectly functional and unique 

to your style. With over three decades of 

experience, we have the knowledge to back it 

up. 

Our experience has allowed us to design 

custom game rooms all over the world. Our 

vision and attention to every detail helped us 

grow into a nationwide brand and established 

us as one of the industry leaders. Let’s get 

started on the game room of your dreams! 

Together we will create a masterpiece!
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WE ARE FLORIDA'S 
LARGEST LUXURY 
GAME ROOM 
SUPPLIER

We offer today's most 
cutting edge game room 
designs, accompanid 
by superior service 
anywhere in the nation.

We work with a wide 
variety of designers and 
have options that will 
meet most budgets.





Whether you are an avid player or you 
simply want to give your home a touch of 
elegance, we can help you choose from the 
wide range of pool table options. Instead of 
always having to go out, why not enjoy the 
convenience of your very own pool table in 
your home?

A little imagination can go a long way! 
At Boynton Billiards we have pool table 
designs that will bring your vision to life! 

Vision: The act or power of 
anticipating that which will or 
may come to be.

POOL TABLES



A LITTLE IMAGINATION CAN GO A LONG WAY!



CONTEMPORARY SERIES
The cutting edge modern designs of today are mold breaking when it comes 
to the conventionality tied to the world of billiards.  Don't let the sleekness 
and modernization fool you. The nature of the game continues to live on 
without being forgotten.

TRADITIONAL SERIES
The prestigious elegance of a solid wood traditional pool table can add 
generations of timeless enjoyment. Every sculpted corner and swooping 
line can carve a place into your family's heritage.



TRADITIONAL SERIES
The prestigious elegance of a solid wood traditional pool table can add 
generations of timeless enjoyment. Every sculpted corner and swooping 
line can carve a place into your family's heritage.

The philosophy behind rustic design is relatively simple: embrace an 
organic aesthetic that will infuse your home with comfort and warmth. 

RUSTIC SERIES





OUTDOOR POOL TABLES
Here at Boynton Billiards we 
recognize that outdoor living and 
entertainment is on the rise. Life 
is simply better played outside.  
Fresh air, sunshine, warm or cool breezes, 
food and fun with friends and family is what 
makes many of us smile. Enjoy our options 
for outdoor pool, dining, and even ping pong. 

These tables are built of aluminum and 
feature sunbrella fabric, allowing them to 
withstand the weather and remain beautiful 
for years to come. 



2 IN 1 DINE & PLAY
Looking for more use out of the 
formal dining room that you use 
3 times a year?
Why not replace it with a dining conversion 
pool table? A new dimension for your dining 
room.  Add fun and entertainment without 
giving up the holiday meals with family.

As a dining table you would never guess 
that in minutes the top can be removed and 
the fun can begin. World class construction 
with distinguished finish options gives you 
simply the best of both worlds.





CONTEMPORARY SERIES

TRADITIONAL SERIES



TRADITIONAL SERIES

RUSTIC SERIES





SHUFFLEBOARDS
The perfect luxurious add on for 
your game room with limitless 
potential. 
Table Shuffleboard or American Shuffleboard 
is a game that can be enjoyed by all ages. 
Most commonly known for being found in 
pubs in the midwest and being incredibly 
long at 22 feet. Todays modern, traditional 
and rustic designs can be built as short as 9 
feet.



TABLE TENNIS
From occasional fun, to the 
inspiring champion. 
Most commonly referred to as a Ping Pong 
Table. Boynton Billiards can provide the 
ping pong table that fits your ability and 
style. From sleek and mobile to stationary 
and bold. Let us fulfill your gaming desire.







FOOSBALL TABLES
Keep the party at home!
The perfect piece of furniture for your home. 
It helps to create a relaxed space for people 
to unwind and give a playful touch to any 
room in your home or office. 

All of our foosball tables have been 
manufactured with high-quality materials 
and with an exclusive design in USA, Canadá 
and Spain. Choose the model you like and 
customize it making it unique with the colors 
of your team.



ARCADES
Take a little journey down 
memory lane. 
Who hasn't enjoyed a game of Pac Man? 
Mix that with 50+ more of the games we 
enjoyed over the years and find yourself in a 
sense of nostalgia with our arcade games. 
Keep it fun with graphics or  black it out 
and keep it modern. Its your call!
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